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Abstract:
The purpose of this study was to analyze the effect of cash turnover, accounts
receivable turnover on profitability. The profitability of manufacturing companies in
Indonesia is influenced by various financial factors that can be measured using
financial ratios. The research data was obtained from the company's annual report
during 2011-2015 using a purposive sampling method which included an independent
auditor's report and financial statements of manufacturing companies in the consumer
goods and textile industry sectors. The sampling method used was purpose sampling
and obtained 32 companies as samples. The independent variable in this study is cash
turnover and accounts receivable turnover while the dependent variable is profitability.
Methods of data analysis using the classic assumption test, multiple linear regression
analysis, F test, and t test. The results of the analysis of this study are the cash
turnover and accounts receivable simultaneously affect profitability. Partially, the two
variables also affect profitability.
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INTRODUCTION
The existence of a company or business organization makes competition between
companies more stringent. This has triggered companies to implement precise strategies in
each of their business activities so that company goals are achieved. In addition to being
required to be able to coordinate the use of all company resources efficiently and effectively,
it is also required to be able to make decisions that can support the achievement of a
company, so that it can develop into a large and resilient company. Working capital is an
investment used by companies to finance their daily operational activities. Working capital is
very important because it is used as a means of supporting in carrying out company
operations that always revolve within a certain period, where the investment used is
expected to return in less than one year and can generate maximum profits. The size of the
cash and high and low levels of cash turnover shows the efficient use of cash in the
company. The more cash in the company means that more cash is less effective and this
can have an impact on profitability. To obtain maximum profit, a company must maintain
profitability and can continue to grow and provide a favorable return for its owner. Cash is
needed by the company both to finance the company's daily operations and to make new
investments in fixed assets. Cash turnover illustrates the ability of cash in generating income
so that it can be seen how many times the cash revolves in a certain period. Higher cash
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turnover rates the sooner the return of cash into the company. Thus, cash can be used again
to finance operational activities so that it does not interfere with the company's financial
condition and can increase profits for the company. Receivables are assets that arise due to
credit sales.
Receivables turnover is a comparison between credit sales and average receivables.
Receivables turnover shows an attempt to measure how often receivables become cash in a
period. Higher the accounts receivable turnover, the faster the return of cash to the company.
Thus, the cash can be used again to finance operational activities so that the company's
operational activities run smoothly according to the desired target and can increase profits for
the company. For the company, profitability issues become very important. Because for
company leaders, profitability is used as a measure of success or failure of the company they
lead. High and low cash turnover shows the efficiency of the use of cash in the company, as
well as the high and low accounts receivable turnover shows the effectiveness of receivables
collection. But to measure the profit level of a company used profit ratio or profitability ratio.
Profitability ratios to assess a company's ability to achieve profitability also assess a
company's ability to achieve a measure of the effectiveness of a company's management.
This is also shown by the profits generated from the sale of loans with investment income.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Cash
Cash is an exchange tool and is also used as a measure in accounting. Included in cash in
the sense of accounting is an acceptable exchange tool for paying off debts and can be
accepted as a bank deposit with a nominal amount, as well as deposits in banks that can be
WDNHQ DW DQ\ WLPH =DNL %DULGZDQ
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Theriou, 2009). According to the Financial Accounting Standards (SAK) No.33 cash is paper
and metal currency, both rupiah and foreign currencies which are still valid as legal tender
(Guthrie, 1998); (Rasuli & Hutagalung, 2014). The cash flow statement is one of the three
financial statements prepared by the company. The purpose of a cash flow statement is an
analysis that explains how cash is provided and used during a period and is used to assess
the company's financial performance (Sulaiman, Nazli & Alwi, 2004); (Muliyani, 2013)
(Bilehsavar, Aslani, & Barandagh, 2013); (Ikechukwu, & Nwakaego, 2016). Companies in
running their business always need cash. Cash expenditures for a company can be
continuous, for example cash expenditures for the purchase of raw materials, payment of
salaries and others, but besides that there is also a cash flow out that is not continuous such
as expenses to pay interest, dividend, income tax or profit.
Accounts Receivable
Receivables are an element of working capital which is also always in a state of continuous
rotation in the working capital turnover chain. Greater the amount of accounts receivable
from a company, make a greater the risk but in line with that can also increase profitability
(Michalski, 2012); (Bambang, 2001). Accounts receivable is the right of claim against another
person or company, according to payment in the form of money or the transfer of other
assets or services to the party with whom he owes. Receivables arising from the sale of
products or delivery of services in the context of the company's normal business activities
(Michalski, 2008); (Rachmat, 2003); (Eda & Mehmet, 2009). From the above definitions, it
can be concluded that receivables are current assets owned by companies that arise due to
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credit sales made by the company to other parties. Risk due to receivables is in the form of
costs which of course will reduce the amount of profit earned by the company. With the costs
incurred, the receivables must be managed properly, so that the costs incurred by the
receivables can be minimized. Some of the receivables policies that need to be taken are
screening customers and increasing the receivables turnover rate. Apart from being due to
the sale of goods or services on credit, receivables can also arise due to loans made by
internal or external parties to a company (Aicher, & Fellerhoff, 1991); (Coogan, & Gordon,
1962); (Rapson, 1999); (Bougheas, Mateut, & Mizen, 2009).
Trade receivables represent claims that will be paid off with money that is not supported by
written promises arising from the sale of goods or services produced by the company. The
most common transaction that creates trade receivables is credit sales. Then the receivables
are recorded by debiting the accounts receivable account. Such trade receivables are
normally expected to be collected in a short period of around 30-60 days after. Thus, trade
receivables are bills to customers that are not supported by written promises, but are
complemented by travel documents, invoices or other receipts that have been signed by the
debtor. Bill of note is the amount owed to customers when the company has issued formal
debt instruments. As long as the notes are expected to be collected within a year, they are
usually classified in the balance sheet as current assets. Bill receivables are usually used for
periods of more than 60 days. Compared to trade receivables, notes receivable are more
convincing, because there is a guarantee of payment or an agreement between the
consumer and the customer to pay. Other receivables are claims that do not originate from
the sale of goods or services in the normal activities of the company. It usually presented
separately in the balance sheet. If these receivables can be expected to be collected within
one year, these receivables are classified as current assets. If the collection is more than one
year, the receivables are classified as non-current assets and reported under the investment
title.
Profitability
Profitability ratios are ratios to assess a company's ability to find profits. This ratio also
provides a measure of the effectiveness of a company's management. Profitability is very
important for the development of the company because with the profitability of all activities,
operations and all other activities can run well, high levels of profitability. The high level of
profitability a company can pay short-term and long-term debt in a timely manner 7KR¶LQ
2019); (Lesakova, 2007); (Thoin & Irawati, 2018); (Nuryanto, et al., 2014); (Sigh & Pandey,
2008).

RESEARCH METHODS
This research uses descriptive methods. The populations in this study are all manufacturing
companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange. The research data was obtained from
the company's annual report during 2011-2015 using a purposive sampling method which
included an independent auditor's report and financial statements of manufacturing
companies in the consumer goods and textile industry sectors. The sample used can
represent the condition of public companies in Indonesia which are listed on the Indonesia
Stock Exchange. Based on the predetermined criteria the author has obtained 32 samples
that meet the criteria and can be sampled means a sample of 32 companies multiplied by 5
years so the sample in this study as many as 160. Methods of data analysis using the classic
assumption test, multiple linear regression analysis, F test, and t test.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Classical Assumption Test
Table 1. Normality Test Results
Variable

Kolmogorov ± Smirrov

Unstandardized
1,355
Residual
Source: Secondary data processed

p-value
0,120

Information
Normal data distribution

From the Kolmogorov Smirnov test results showed that the significance value of 1.355 is
greater than 0.05. This shows that the regression equation for the model in this study has a
normal distribution of data.
Table 2. Multicollinearity Test Results
Variable
Tolerance
Perputaran Kas
0,992
Perputaran Piutang
0,992
Source: Secondary data processed

VIF
1,008
1,008

Information
There is no multicollinearity
There is no multicollinearity

Based on table 2 shows that the Cash Turnover with a VIF value of 1.008 is less than the VIF
value of 10 and a tolerance value of 0.992 is greater than the minimum tolerance value of 0.1
then there is no multicollinearity. Accounts Receivable Turnover with a VIF value of 1.008 is
less than the VIF value of 10 and a tolerance value of 0.992 is greater than the minimum
tolerance value of 0.1 so there is no multicollinearity.
Table 3. Heteroscedasticity Test Results
Variable
p-value
Cash Turnover
0,810
Receivables Turnover
0,622
Source: Secondary data processed

Information
There is no multicollinearity
There is no multicollinearity

Based on the results shown in table 3 above, cash turnover shows a P-value of 0.810,
greater than the significance value of 0.05, so that cash turnover is free from
heteroscedasticity problems. Receivables turnover shows the P-value of 0.622 is greater
than the significance value of 0.05, and then the accounts receivable turnover is free from
heteroscedasticity problems.
Table 4. Autocorrelation Test Results
DW-count value
2,014

Criteria
1,770 < 2,014 < 2,230

Decision
There is no autocorrelation either
positive or negative

Source: Secondary data processed
%DVHG RQ WDEOH DERYH XVLQJ WKH GHJUHH RI HUURU .
ZLWK D SUHGLFWRU RI
WKH XSSHU
limit (U) is 1,770 while the lower limit (L) is equal to 2, .230 Because the DW value of the
regression result is 2.014 which means greater than the lower bound value, then the
autocorrelation coefficient is greater than zero. Thus it can be concluded that the regression
results are free from the autocorrelation problem. In other words, a hypothesis that states
that there is no autocorrelation problem can be accepted, while a null hypothesis that there is
an autocorrelation can be rejected.
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Hypothesis testing
Table 5. Multiple Analysis Test Results
Variable
Constants
Cash Turnover
Receivables Turnover
F count
Adj R2
Source: Secondary data processed

Coefficient
t count
1937,397
1,831
0,926
2,489
6,321
2,665
F
sig
=
0,004
5,290
0,312

Sig.
0,069
0,003
0,000

Based on the results of the analysis of table 4.7, the multiple linear regression equation
model can be arranged as follows: Y = 1937,397 + 0,926PK + 6,321PP + e
From the results of the hypothesis test shows the value of the profitability variable constant
with a positive parameter of 1937,397. This shows that if the variable cash turnover and
accounts receivable turnover are assumed to be zero, then the profitability of companies on
the Indonesia Stock Exchange will be 1937,397. From the regression equation above shows
the regression coefficient of cash turnover with a positive parameter of 0.926. Every increase
in cash turnover (PK) once will increase profitability by 0.926. From the regression equation
above shows the receivable turnover regression coefficient with a negative parameter of
6.321. Every increase in receivable turnover (PP) 1 time will increase profitability by 6.321.
Table 6. T test Results
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Model
1

B
(Constant)

Standardized
Coefficients

Std. Error

Beta

1937.397

1057.973

.926

.372

6,321

2,372

Cash Turnover
Receivables
Turnover

t

Sig.

1.831

.069

.006

2,489

.003

.025

2,665

.001

Source: Secondary data processed
From the results of the table above, we can find out the results of the t test for the variable
cash turnover and accounts receivable turnover towards profitability. From the regression
results it is known that the value of the t-count variable cash turnover is 3.489 greater than t
WDEOH
:LWK D VLJQLILFDQFH YDOXH RI
VPDOOHU WKDQ .
7KLV VKRZV WKDW WKH
cash turnover variable has a significant effect on profitability. From the regression results it is
known that the magnitude of the t-count of accounts receivable turnover variable is 2.665
greater than t table 2,000, with a significance value of 0.001 smaller WKDQ .
7KLV
shows that the accounts receivable turnover variable has a significant effect on profitability.
Table 7. F Test Results
Model
1

Sum of Squares

Df

Mean Square

Regression

1.796

2

8977837.031

Residual

2.662

157

1.696

Total

2.664

159

F
5.290

Sig.
.004a

Source: Secondary data processed
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Based on the data generated from the calculation of table 7 obtained F count of 5.290 is
JUHDWHU WKDQ )WDEOH
ZLWK
VLJQLILFDQFH OHVV WKDQ WKH VLJQLILFDQW YDOXH .
VR
that it can be concluded that simultaneously or together the variable cash turnover and
accounts receivable turnover are factors affecting profitability variables. From the F test
results it can be seen that The regression model used in this study shows the goodness of fit
model.
Table 8. Determination Coefficient Test Results
Model

R

1

.426a

R Square
.351

Adjusted R Square
.312

Std. Error of the Estimate
13021,98695

Source: Secondary data processed
The calculation results for the R2 value obtained by the coefficient of determination with
adjusted-R2 of 0.312. This means that 31.2% of the profitability variable variation can be
explained by the variable cash turnover and accounts receivable turnover while the
remaining 68.8% is explained by other factors outside the model studied.
Discussion
Regression results are known that the value of the t-count variable cash turnover of 2.489 is
greater than t WDEOH
ZLWK D VLJQLILFDQFH YDOXH RI
VPDOOHU WKDQ .
7KLV
shows that the cash turnover variable has a significant effect on profitability. This is because
companies in running their business always need cash. Cash expenditures for a company
can be continuous, for example cash expenditures for the purchase of raw materials,
payment of salaries and others, but besides that there is also a cash flow out that is not
continuous such as expenses to pay interest, dividend, income tax or profit. Regression
results are known that the value of the t-count of accounts receivable turnover variable is
2.665 greater than t tDEOH
ZLWK D VLJQLILFDQFH YDOXH RI
VPDOOHU WKDQ .
7KLV
shows that the accounts receivable turnover variable has a significant effect on profitability.
This is because accounts receivable is an element of working capital which is also always in
a state of continuous rotation in the working capital turnover chain. The greater the amount of
accounts receivable from a company, the greater the risk but in line with that also can
increase profitability.
Based on the test results simultaneously obtained the coefficient of determination with
adjusted-R2 of 0.312. This means that 31.2% of the profitability variable variation can be
explained by the variable cash turnover and accounts receivable turnover while the
remaining 68.8% is explained by other factors outside the model studied. With the maximum
cash turnover, the need for cash in the company's operations becomes less. The remainder
of this cash amount can be invested by companies in various forms of activities that can
maximize company profitability. And the increase in the number of credit sales from net sales
made by the company, it will also increase the amount of company investment in the form of
receivables so as to increase profits for the company.

CONCLUSION
Partially for cash turnover has a positive and significant effect on profitability (ROA), this
shows that if cash turnover increases, profitability will also increase, likewise partially
accounts receivable turnover has a positive and significant effect on profitability (ROA). This
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shows that if the accounts receivable turnover increases, profitability will also increase.
Simultaneously the variable cash turnover and accounts receivable turnover has a positive
and significant effect on profitability.
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